SOLUTION SHEET: Eradicate Logon Scripts

Eradicate Logon Scripts
Logon scripts are often the bane of IT’s
existence. Multiple setting changes and updates
written by multiple owners result in labyrinthine
scripts that run slowly at best, causing logons
to drag and users to fume. The flexible, rulebased approach of Ivanti® Environment
Manager Policy eliminates logon scripts and
substantially reduces logon times. IT and
users – fume no more!

Time + Complexity =
Longer and Longer Logons
Logon scripts are a necessary evil for IT. They have long
been used to configure user desktop settings at logon but
quickly become large and convoluted due to setting
changes and updates. Another complicating factor is that
logon scripts are generally maintained by multiple owners
and rarely receive an overhaul, so they continue to grow in
size and complexity.
As complexity builds, logon scripts run slower and slower,
forcing users to wait longer and longer for the logon script to
finish running and their desktop to appear so they can begin
working. Ivanti has worked with many organizations where
unwieldy logon scripts forced users to wait as long as five to
10 minutes to begin working – a significant hit to
productivity.

Apply Policy Only When Needed
Environment Manager Policy’s multi-threaded, contextual
engine is optimized to apply only those configurations that
are relevant to the user context, to get them done quickly,
and to prevent hold-ups to the logon if, for example, a
network resource is unavailable. Its flexible, rule-based
approach reduces logon times substantially and transforms
the user experience from frustrating to productive.

No Additional Infrastructure Required
Environment Manager Policy requires no additional server
or database infrastructure to install and run – simply deploy
agents to endpoints, install the console, and start applying
policy based on user actions and context.
Environment Manager Policy is an excellent addition to
Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM),
enabling SCCM admins to push policy configurations to
users from the SCCM console and provide unprecedented
control over the user desktop environment. In addition,
management packs are available for System Center
Operations Manager (SCOM) to alert IT in the event that
logon actions are not applied as expected.

Get a Free Trial and Fast Start
Free 30-day trials of Environment Manager Policy are
available from your Ivanti sales representative, or request a
free trial at www.ivanti.com/EMPO_trial.
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